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Dissipation-induced structural instability and chiral
dynamics in a quantum gas
Nishant Dogra*, Manuele Landini†, Katrin Kroeger, Lorenz Hruby, Tobias Donner‡, Tilman Esslinger
Dissipative and unitary processes define the evolution of a many-body system. Their interplay gives rise
to dynamical phase transitions and can lead to instabilities. In this study, we observe a nonstationary
state of chiral nature in a synthetic many-body system with independently controllable unitary and
dissipative couplings. Our experiment is based on a spinor Bose gas interacting with an optical
resonator. Orthogonal quadratures of the resonator field coherently couple the Bose-Einstein condensate
to two different atomic spatial modes, whereas the dispersive effect of the resonator losses mediates
a dissipative coupling between these modes. In a regime of dominant dissipative coupling, we observe
the chiral evolution and relate it to a positional instability.
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couplings are mediated via photons scattered
by the atomic system from a standing-wave
transverse pump laser field into a high-finesse
optical cavity mode (Fig. 1B). The DM and the
SM interact with orthogonal quadratures
of the cavity mode. We engineer a dissipative coupling in this system, exploiting the
finite cavity decay rate k and the associated
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Fig. 1. Engineered dissipative coupling. (A) A spinor BEC containing a mixture of two Zeeman
states (depicted by up and down arrows) is coherently coupled with rates lD and lS to a DM and
an SM, respectively, via the two quadratures of a cavity field with annihilation operator ^a. A dissipative
coupling (orange arrow) between DM and SM is induced by the phase response of the cavity.
Occupation of the DM (SM) leads to a density (spin) modulation, displayed as atoms occupying the
same (opposite) checkerboard lattice sites of an exemplary green (blue) two-by-two square unit
cell of dimensions l by l, where l is the wavelength of the transverse pump field (see below).
(B) The spinor BEC is coupled with a cavity mode and irradiated by a standing-wave transverse pump
in the z direction with linear polarization (black arrow) at angle ϕ with respect to the y direction.
The magnetic field B is oriented along the z direction. Light leaking out of the cavity at decay
rate k is analyzed via a heterodyne detector (HD). (Inset) Phase fk and amplitude A response of
the cavity as a function of detuning Dc . (C) Dissipation acts like a chiral force (orange); here,
xD (xS) represents the amplitude of the density (spin) modulation. (D) Schematic representation of
three different regimes as a function of dissipative coupling strength K2 and detuning between the
frequencies wD and wS of the DM and SM, respectively. The green (blue) region represents the
DM (SM) being dominantly coupled to the spinor BEC.
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I

n a many-body system, unitary processes
generally give rise to coherent evolution, whereas dissipative processes lead
to stationary states (1). The interplay of
these two types of processes in a drivendissipative setting can influence a many-body
system in profound ways. Examples are dissipative phase transitions (2–9), the emergence
of new universality classes (10, 11), dissipationinduced topological effects (12), complex dynamics (13), and the splitting of multicritical
points (14). In this study, we observe a phenomenon in which chiral nonstationary dynamics emerges if the energy scales of dissipative
and unitary processes are similar. In our experiment, we use a quantum gas to create a
driven many-body system with controllable
unitary and dissipative couplings. This allows
us to explore the system’s macroscopic behavior at the boundary between stationary and
nonstationary states. We gain a conceptual
understanding of the observed dynamics by
considering dissipation as a structure-dependent
force, analogous to mechanical nonconservative positional forces (15–17). In addition, our
observations permit us to draw connections
to limit cycles (18, 19).
Our experiment consists of a spinor BoseEinstein condensate (BEC) of two different
Zeeman states that is coherently coupled to
two different spatial atomic configurations
(20): One coupling induces a density mode
(DM) in which the density of the gas shows a
checkerboard modulation, whereas the other
coupling favors a spin mode (SM) in which
the gas instead develops a checkerboard modulation of the spin degree of freedom (unit
cells are shown in Fig. 1A). These coherent

phase shift of the intracavity field across the
cavity resonance: The light field scattered
from the pump into the cavity acquires a
phase shift fk that effectively mixes the orthogonal quadratures, giving rise to a dissipative
coupling between the DM and the SM (Fig. 1,
A and B).
The strengths lD and lS of the coherent
couplings between the BEC and the DM or
the SM, respectively, are tuned by the lattice
depth VTP and polarization angle ϕ of the transverse pump (20). These couplings soften the
effective excitation frequencies wD and wS of
both modes, such that at a critical lattice
depth the frequency of the more strongly
coupled mode vanishes. This mode can then
be macroscopically occupied, and the system
undergoes a self-organization phase transition (21), breaking a spatial Z(2) symmetry.
Simultaneously, the corresponding quadrature of the cavity mode is coherently populated, which we detect with a heterodyne
detection system analyzing the light field leaking from the cavity (22).
The cavity-induced phase shift fk and hence
the dissipative coupling strength K2 between
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Fig. 2. Detection of the DSI. (A and B) Time evolution of the mean number of photons nph (black) in
~ c =2p ¼ 5:5ð1ÞMHz
the cavity and the corresponding phase ϕ modulo 2p (orange) for (A) ϕ ¼ 58:3ð1:0Þ°, D
~
~
and (B) ϕ ¼ 63:3ð1:0Þ°, Dc =2p ¼ 5:5ð1ÞMHz. The detuning Dc includes the effect of the atomic dispersive
shift on the detuning Dc (23). The linear ramp of the lattice depth VTP of the transverse pump is shown
as dashed blue line. Gray and light orange lines correspond to zero occupation of the cavity. (C to E)
Spectrograms showing the mean number of photons ~nph as a function of frequency n and time for (C)
~ c =2p ¼ 5:4ð2Þ MHz; (D) ϕ ¼ 63:3ð1:0Þ°, D
~ c =2p ¼ 2:5ð2Þ MHz; and (E) ϕ ¼ 58:3ð1:0Þ°,
ϕ ¼ 58:3ð1:0Þ°, D
~
Dc =2p ¼ 2:4ð2Þ MHz. A window size of 5 ms is used to construct the spectrograms, and each data set is
averaged over 20 experimental realizations. Frequency n is defined relative to the transverse pump. Corresponding
insets show the evolution of the atomic state in the xD-xS plane extracted from the spectrograms
in a duration of 500 ms at the position of the gray lines. In the inset to (C), we plot the data and its mirror
about xS to illustrate the Z(2) symmetry breaking of the self-organization phase transition. Dashed lines in the
insets to (D) and (E) are the qualitative predictions of the noninteracting theory for vanishing gain (Eq. 3).
All insets are rescaled with respect to each other and the theoretical lines for better visibility. Linecuts through
spectrograms for similar data are presented in (23).
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of the intracavity light field for two different
sets of parameters. We find two qualitatively
different behaviors: Above a critical pump
power, the cavity field has a nonzero amplitude and either a well-defined (Fig. 2A) or a
monotonically changing phase (modulo 2p;
Fig. 2B). A well-defined phase indicates that
only one quadrature of the cavity field is excited, corresponding to either the SM or the
DM being populated, which is determined by
the prevailing coherent coupling. In contrast,
a monotonically changing phase is observed
when the dissipative coupling is dominant and
signals that the system is continuously evolving
through the different spatial modes linked with
the two quadratures of the cavity field.
The many-body Hamiltonian of the system
is given by

ð1Þ

^ ð^
where a
a † Þ is the annihilation (creation)
operator corresponding to the y-polarized
cavity mode in the frame of the transverse
pump frequency. The atomic system is represented by an ensemble of N effective “spins”
in each of the two Zeeman states (labeled
with ±), with J^ x;T ; J^ y;T ; and J^ zT being the corresponding angular momentum operators. This
pseudo-spin is constructed from the macroscopically occupied zero momentum state j0i
of the BEC and an excited state jki with a
symmetric superposition of four momentum
states jpx ¼ Tℏk; pz ¼ Tℏki, which represent
one recoil momentum ℏk each in the cavity
and the transverse pump direction (21). The
wave number of the transverse laser field with
wavelength l is given by k ¼ 2p=l. For zero
lattice depth VTP of the transverse pump, the
energy difference between the states j0i and
jki is ℏw0 ¼ 2ER ¼ ℏ2 k2 =m, where m is the
mass of a 87Rb atom and ℏ is Planck’s constant divided by 2p. The first two terms in
Eq. 1 describe the energies of the bare photonic and atomic modes, respectively, whereas
the third term captures the couplings of
the DM and the SM to the respective quadratures of the cavity field (23). In this framework, the amplitudes of the DM and the
SM are given by xD ¼ N1 ðhJ^ x;þ i þ hJ^ x; iÞ and
xS ¼ N1 ðhJ^ x;þ i  hJ^ x; iÞ, respectively.
The damping of the cavity mode can be
modeled by a decay term k^
a † in the equation
†
^ . It causes a phase
of motion of the operator a
shift fk ¼ tan1 ðk=Dc Þ of the field scattered
into the cavity by the atomic system. We
adiabatically eliminate the cavity field and
write the linearized equations of motion
near the ground state of the noninteracting
2 of 4
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strength of the resulting force field increases
with the strength of the dissipative coupling,
such that the instability occurs also for increasingly nondegenerate modes, as qualitatively shown by the broadening of the DSI
region in the schematic in Fig. 1D.
We prepare the 87Rb spinor BEC with N =
(23 ± 2) × 103 atoms in each of the different
Zeeman states jF ¼ 1; mF ¼ T1i, where F and
mF denote the total angular momentum and
the corresponding magnetic quantum number,
respectively. We linearly ramp up the lattice
depth of the transverse pump in 50 ms and
analyze the cavity output with our heterodyne
setup. In Fig. 2, A and B, we show the mean
photon number nph and phase f (modulo 2p)

VTP (ER )

the two modes can be controlled by the detuning
Dc between the cavity resonance and the frequency of the transverse pump (23). The effect
of this dissipative coupling can be understood
in the xD-xS plane, where xD and xS represent the amplitudes of the density and spin
modulation [see below and (23)] caused by
the occupation of DM and SM, respectively
(Fig. 1C). In this plane, the dissipative coupling
acts as a force field that favors a rotation of the
system’s state around the origin: If the DM
and the SM are degenerate, even an infinitesimally small dissipative coupling leads to a
dissipation-induced structural instability (DSI)
in which the system rotates with fixed chirality
between the different atomic modes. The
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spinor BEC for the average amplitudes xD
and xS (23)
  
 
d 2 xD
xD
w2D K 2
¼
ð2Þ
xS
K2
w2S
dt 2 xS
where w2D  w2S ºsindf with df ¼ 2tan1 ðlS =
lD Þ  p=2 is a measure of the relative coupling
strength of the BEC to the SM and the DM.
The strength of the dissipative coupling K 2 º
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Dc
½xDc ; xSc  ¼ A coswt; sin wt þ df egt
k
df
h^
a † iºðxDc  ixSc Þ  ðxDc þ ixSc Þ
2


 
df
D
c
1þi
eiwt egt
º A eiwt 
2
k

ð3Þ

In the limit df ¼ 0, this time-dependent solution implies that the system is rotating in the
xD-xS plane with fixed chirality at frequency w
and amplification rate g (additionally, t is time
and A is the amplitude at t=0) (23). Microscopically, this rotation is associated with the
atomic spins moving from one l-periodic spatial pattern to another (Fig. 1C). Because the
two atomic modes are connected to different
quadratures of the cavity, the phase of the
cavity field evolves monotonically, as observed
in Fig. 2B and shown in Eq. 3.
The frequency spectrum of the light leaking
from the cavity is also accessible with our heterodyne setup (22). Figure 2, C to E, shows
spectrograms for three different sets of parameters of data similar to Fig. 2, A and B, but
averaged over 20 repetitions. Figure 2C shows
a spectrogram where the signal is located at
zero frequency (n = 0). It corresponds to the
frequency of the transverse pump and is identical to the observation of a constant time
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phase of the cavity field, as shown in Fig. 2A.
We identify this as the formation of a static
checkerboard density pattern that coherently
scatters the pump field into the cavity (20, 23).
The corresponding steady state of the system
is displayed in the inset to Fig. 2C.
In contrast, Figs. 2, D and E, depict red (n <
0) and blue (n > 0) detuned sidebands with the
peak frequency being a function of the lattice
depth of the transverse pump. Observation of
only a red sideband, as in Fig. 2D, is equivalent
to a linearly running phase. For small lattice
depths (VTP < 6ER), the sideband frequency is
expected to be close to the root mean square
mode frequencies—that
is,
we of theptwo
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
w ≈ we ¼ ðw2D þ w2S Þ=2 . Evolution at this
intermediate frequency reflects a synchronization process (26) between the two spatial
modes arising from the dissipative coupling.
For large lattice depths, the sideband frequency depends on the dissipative coupling
strength: w ≈ K 2 =2jwe j (23). In this limit, the
two mode frequencies become imaginary, corresponding to the self-organization phase transition in the absence of dissipative coupling.
The relative strength R of the blue with respect to the red sideband increases toward 1 as
ϕ deviates from the critical angle ϕc . The presence of the blue sideband is connected to
nonzero df (Eq. 3) and leads to an elliptical
evolution in the xD-xS plane. The relative
strength R, and hence the ellipticity of the
chiral solution, can be influenced via Dc or
jdfj . Microscopically, the blue sideband is
connected to the motion of a different number
of atoms in each Zeeman state. The insets to
Fig. 2, D and E, show data of the time-varying
trajectory of the system together with solutions obtained from Eq. 2 for g = 0, illustrating
the nonstationary chiral state. When preparing the system in the DSI at a fixed lattice
depth, we observe a narrow red sideband that
persists over tens of milliseconds (23), corresponding to a uniform circular motion in the
xD-xS plane. This observation hints at the presence of a limit cycle in our system (18, 19).
Our mean-field description of the system in
terms of a positional instability does not describe all aspects of the observed dynamics.
For example, the number of photons in the
case of the DSI (Fig. 2, D and E) is much
smaller than during self-organization (Fig. 2C),
although the instability is associated with a
finite amplification rate g. Even the limit cycle–
like behavior persisted for a long time without
much increase in the corresponding amplitude.
Moreover, there is a finite lattice depth threshold for the onset of the DSI (Fig. 2B), although
g is positive for infinitesimal lattice depths. We
attribute this, as well as the observed pulsing
behavior in the number of photons (Fig. 2B),
to collisional interactions between the atoms
(23). Such a behavior of collisional interactions can possibly be modeled as an atomic
3 of 4
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Fig. 3. Boundary of the instability-dominated
regime. (A) Critical detuning, including the
dispersive shift (23), for the onset of the
dissipation-induced instability as a function of
polarization angle ϕ. The black data points indicate
the smallest detuning, where the strength of the
sidebands becomes larger than the signal at
the transverse pump frequency in the spectrograms
for a fixed lattice depth of 21ER. The white diamonds
indicate the parameters for the spectrograms shown
in Fig. 2, C to E. Error bars are given by the discretized
detuning interval in which the transition was
detected. The polarization angle determination has
an error of 1°. The green and blue regions
correspond to DM and SM being respectively
more strongly coupled to the spinor BEC. In the
orange region, the system is dominated by the
dissipation-induced instability. The boundary
between different regions is obtained from a
noninteracting theory [see main text and (23)].
(B) Green and blue solid (dashed) lines show the
frequency n of the two eigenmodes of the system as
a function of the polarization angle in the presence
(absence) of dissipative coupling. Without dissipation,
the two modes are the DM (green) and the SM
(blue). Dissipation leads to level attraction between
the two modes and hence changes their frequencies.
In the instability-dominated regime, the two modes
are synchronized (orange). Correspondingly, the gains
g of the amplified mode (black) and the damped
mode (gray) are plotted. The lines are drawn
~ c =2p ¼ 2:7MHz or Dc =2p ¼ 4MHz and
for D
VTP ¼ 1:5ER .

VTP sin2 fk cosdf can thus be enhanced by either
increasing the cavity-induced phase shift or
making the two modes degenerate. This dissipative coupling generates a chiral force
orthogonal to the current position vector of
the system in the xD-xS plane (Fig. 1C) and provides an example of a positional force (17, 24).
Such positional forces are known in mechanical systems such as a rotating shaft subject
to friction caused by an incompressible viscous fluid in a bearing. The incompressibility
of the fluid leads to unequal frictional forces
on opposite sides of the shaft, resulting in a
positional force orthogonal to the direction
of the displacement (15, 16). These positional
forces represent the only possible linear mechanical forces besides conservative trapping forces,
centripetal forces, and frictional forces (23). In
our system, when the two atomic modes are
degenerate, this positional force cannot be
counteracted by the restoring harmonic force
pointing toward the origin, thus leading to a
dissipation-induced structural or positional instability (17, 24, 25).
Mode degeneracy (i.e., lD ¼ lS such that
df ¼ 0) is reached at the critical polarization
angle ϕc ¼ 65:1° for the chosen wavelength
of the transverse pump of l = 784.7 nm. To
explain our observations, we analyze the solutions of Eq. 2 and the corresponding intracavity light field for polarization angles close
to ϕc —that is, for a small df (23)
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couplings are independently tunable. Our observation of a dissipation-induced instability
represents a form of quantum many-body dynamics that shares characteristics with but is
distinct from limit cycles (18, 19, 34) and time
crystals (35, 36).
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dissipation channel that competes with the
cavity-induced instability. Similar competitions between multiple heat baths are predicted to give rise to dissipative frustration
(27, 28).
We experimentally map out the boundary
of the DSI region by ramping up the transverse pump lattice to 25ER in 50 ms for various
polarization angles ϕ and detunings Dc (Fig.
3A). For a given polarization angle, we define
the onset of the DSI by the minimum detuning
where the strength of the sidebands exceeds
the signal at the transverse pump frequency.
We theoretically obtain the boundary of the
DSI (orange region in Fig. 3A) from Eq. 2 as
jw2D  w2S j ¼ 2K 2 , which results in a critical
detuning Dc;b ¼ k=tanjdfj . A study of the
extent of the DSI as a function of polarization angle and transverse pump lattice depth
is presented in (23).
Physically, the boundary of the DSI can be
understood as the onset of synchronization
between DM and SM. Such a synchronization
process is the result of a dissipation-induced
level attraction, a hallmark of non-Hermitian
systems (29, 30). Figure 3B shows the frequencies of the DM and SM in the absence (dashed
lines) and presence (solid lines) of dissipation.
In the vicinity of the critical angle, this level
attraction leads to the emergence of two degenerate modes with opposite chirality. Whereas
one of these modes is damped, the other is
amplified, which gives rise to the DSI. Similar
forms of level attraction leading to instability
are observed in optomechanical systems (31)
and, in general, in non-Hermitian photonic
systems, where they can be associated with
parity–time symmetry-breaking phase transitions (30) and exceptional points (32, 33). We
have experimentally studied a many-body system in which both coherent and dissipative
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Chirality by dissipation
Quantum many-body systems can display exotic dynamics in the presence of dissipation. Dogra et al. studied
such dynamics in a system consisting of an atomic Bose-Einstein condensate located in an optical cavity and exposed to
a standing wave of laser light. Light scattering off the atomic cloud and into the cavity resulted in two distinct, spatially
patterned collective modes for the atoms. When the researchers then introduced dissipation to couple the two modes,
the system followed a directed circular path through phase space, rotating between the modes.
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